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The finite sequences of polynomials (P,):=u generated from three-term 
recurrence relations with complex coefficients are considered. First a general 
method is presented which allows the determination the regions where all zeros of 
the polynomials in question are located. Next one way is followed, say //“I < I/3,1, 
and the first results are established. In the second paper (J. Gilewicz and E. 
Leopold, Location of zeros of polynomials satisfying three-term recurrence 
relations. II. General case with complex coefticients, in preparation) the reverse 
way, 1~” 1> ID. I, is followed. Subsequent papers (E. Leopold, J. Approx. Theory 43, 
15-24 (1985); E. Leopold, Location of zeros of polynomials satisfying three- 
term recurrence relations. IV. Application to some polynomials and to generalized 
Bessel polynomials, in preparation) are devoted to some particular cases and to 
numerical applications. Q 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent papers Saff and Varga [3] and De Bruin, Saff, and Varga [4] 
consider the problem of location of zeros of polynomials generated from a 
three-term recurrence relation with positive coefficients. These relations 
imply the continued fraction expansion and we also start from this classical 
idea already applied by Sherman [ 1 ] and used again by Wall [2]. When the 
coefficients of the recurrence relations are known, the problem is, of course, 
deterministic. But the important point is to find the optimal estimations using 
only some general properties of these coefficients. In the present paper we 
use the information given by the absolute values of coefficients. Secondly we 
follow only one possible way of proof, where the absolute value of the ratio 
,u, = P,-JP, is always less than that of the pole of the corresponding 
homographic transformation: see (2.9). The second paper [7] is devoted to 
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the reverse case. In the third paper [8] we apply the previous results to the 
relation generating the denominators of the rows in the Pade table (or 
numerators of columns) [5]. In particular the case of positive coefficients 
leads, by means of PadC approximants, to the functions of class S [S, 61. In 
the fourth paper [9] we examine the relation generating the numerators or 
denominators of diagonals in the Pade table. Here the case of positive coef- 
ficients corresponds to the classical orthogonal polynomials and, by means 
of Pad& approximants, to the Stieltjes functions. Many numerical results, 
concluding our work, are given in that paper. 
In the present paper the zeros of the polynomials in question are located in 
annular regions. With the additional conditions on the coefficients of the 
recurrence relation these regions can be improved. For instance, positivity 
[8] allows improvement of the annular region to some moon-like region. In 
particular the improvement of the results of [3] and [4] will be explained in 
the two subsequent papers [8,9]. 
2. GENERAL CASE 
Let tel1n>0 be a sequence of polynomials of respective degrees n which 
satisfy the three-term recurrence relation, where B(,, and A(,, are given 
simple polynomials: 
Vn>O:P,,, =BfnfPn -A(n)Pn-lv 
P_,~O,P,+O,Vn~O:degB,,,= l,Vn> l:degA,,,G2. 
(2.1) 
Of course we can distinguish another natural case: 
Vn> l:degB,,,=O,degA(,,=2 
or the general recurrence relation with no real interest: 
vn 2 1: Q(n)Pn+l =Bdn-AboPn-13 
where the polynomials Q,,, , B(,) and A(,, must be chosen so that all the 
polynomials P, are of degree k. Though we are not concerned with these 
cases in this paper, the proposed method can be easily applied to them. 
If in (2.1), for some fixed n and complex z, the following conditions are 
satisfied : 
A,,,(z)P,(z)P,+,(z)#O, (2.2) 
then relation (2.1) can be replaced by 
P ‘4,; 
-$=~,:B,,,,--P,-,IP,’ P (2.3) 
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which can be written as follows: 
(2.4) 
where 
pn=P,-,/P,,a,=A;,f J-Z=A~f&. 
The last relation can be considered as one value of the following 
homographic transformation: 
wn k+ w,+1: w,+ l(WJ = 
p, ““,, * 
(2.5) 
This can be iterated with suitable conditions (2.2) and, because puo = 0, we 
obtain 
P, = (W” 0 w,-, 0 *** 0 w,)(O), 
where f o g denotes the compositionf(g); this is the finite continued fraction 
representation of pcl,. 
Let &’ denote the complex z-plane with the zeros of A(,,, deleted; then for 
all z belonging to J/ we have P,+,(z) # 0 if and only if ,u,(z) #p,(z). This 
property follows clearly from assumptions (2.2) leading to relation (2.3). If 
this relation holds for all n considered, then we have the following 
proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let {P,}zEO be a Jinite sequence of polynomials 
satisfying recurrence relation (2.1) and 
JQN = {z 1 A,,,(z) # 0 Vn < NJ. (24 
Then 
vz E dN, vn Q N: P,(z) # 0 
iSand only if 
Vn < N: p,(z) #p,(z). (2.7) 
In many particular cases the set A$ can be modified by addition of certain 
zeros of A(“)‘s which are obviously not zeros of P,. For instance, if the only 
zero of A(,, is the point z = 0, then dN can be replaced by Cc. 
Our method is aimed to exploit the relation (2.7) in order to determine the 
zero-free regions for polynomials. We shall use only some global information 
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on the poles &: moduli, real parts or other quantities, depending essentially 
on the general properties of the B{,,‘s and Atnj’s. In the present paper we 
consider the case of moduli, and consequently, the transformations of discs 
or complements of discs (with respect o discs). 
The closed disc D(0, y,) of radius y, < I/?,, 1 centered in the origin of the 
w,-plane is mapped by (2.5) to the closed disc of radius pn+ r centered in 
W ,, + 1 in the W, + ,-plane: 
The last disc is imbedded in the closed disc D(0, R,, J, where 
R lw,+A +~n+l= l%l n+1= IPnI-Yn’ (2.8) 
Except for the first step, where p0 = 0, we can also examine the transfor- 
mations of the complements of discs D(0, yn) with yn > I/3,1. Finally we 
exploit relation (2.7) in each step, following two complementary ways: 
or 
I&l < I&I (2.9) 
I& > I&II* (2.10) 
This forms a descending tree of possible ways of analysis. The mixed ways 
passing through (2.9) and (2.10) imply too many additional conditions for 
the coefficients of the recurrence relation. Since we will use particular 
conditions as little as possible, we analyze only two ways: condition (2.9) for 
all n in the present paper, and condition (2.10) for all it in the next paper 
PI. 
If we can find bounds, say R,, Rz, y,, , y,* such that 
JAI <R,,<R,*, (2.11) 
Y,* G Y” < IPnI9 (2.12) 
then inequality (2.9) will be always satisfied if the following inequality holds: 
R,*(z) Q Y,*(Z). (2.13) 
Next we deduce the zero-free regions from the last inequality. 
To obtain (2.11) we must examine the recursive determination of ,un; if 
pn- r belongs to the disc D(0, y,,- i) with yn-, < ID,- i I, then R, is given by 
(2.8). The radius y,, can be found directly from Ip,l. The important point is 
to determine the optimal bounds for R ,, and y,, . 
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3. FIRST THEOREM: CASE Ip,l< I/3,1 
As stated, the reverse case will be examined in the next paper [7]. The 
conditions on the coeffkients will be more complicated than in the present 
case. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {P,}fEO be a finite sequence of polynomials of 
respective degrees n which satisfy the three-term recurrence relation with 
complex coefficients: 
Vn>O:P,+,(z)= (b, + bLz)P,(z)- (a,, +a;z+a;z2)P,-1(z), (3.1) 
(3.2) 
where 
P-,rO,P,fO,Vn:b:,#O, 
and let JN denote the following set: 
JN= {zEC ~a,+a~z+a~z*#OVn<N}. 
Then the region YN contains no zero of (P,]zZi: 
dN1>9N=9;u9;, 
where 9; and 94 are defined in (i) and (ii), respectively. 
(i) The following intervals, 
I,= IQ lb&l]; 
are nonempty if and only if the following conditions hold: 
bo#0;1,<n<N:41a,b:,l<Ib:_,b:,I. 
If the intersection 3, of these intervals is not empty: 
s;,= 0 1,+0, 
O<n<N 
then the region S& is not empty and is defmed as follows: 
sh= {zE-$,‘IIzi<~~ lg$Nx,(d)}, 
N 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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where the functions x, are defined in ZN by: 
4Wh(d>= 2,ai, 1(Ib~-,b~ld-la~l-lb~-,b,l+~:‘2), (3.7) 
(ii) 
ai = 0: x,(d) = d - la,l+ 
lb:,-,l(lb,l- 
s,= fo~nyN 4,~ 
exists as an interval of positive numbers, where 
do = Ih,/b~L 
Mid 
(3.8) 
[ (3.9) 
d:,=(a~b~-,l[(a~b:,-,b;:J+la~b:,I(la:,J+Jb~-,b,I) 
+ IG4W-& -4l431 
tf and only if the following conditions hold: 
l~n<N:4la::I<lb:_,b:,I. (3.11) 
In that case, the region 9; is not empty; it contains the point at infinity and 
is defined as follows: 
where the functions x; and xi are defined in S, by: 
4’ f 0: xX4 = 2 l az, 1(Ib:_,b:ld-(a~.l-lb~_,b,l-d:/*) (3.13) 
x;(d) = x,(d) (x, defined by (3.7)), (3.14) 
ai = 0: x:(d) = x,(d) (x, defined by (3.8)), (3.15) 
x” = 00. n 
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ProoJ: We present a constructive proof. The zero-free region shall be 
defined step by step by means of condition (2.9) replaced by (2.13). For 
better understanding we analyze the first step, i.e., n = 0. Condition (2.9) 
reduces to lp,,l > 0, that is, to the following two conditions: 
IZI < IWGI or lzl > IW~~I. 
To define the radius y0 such that y,, < I&l, we introduce the new parameter d
as follows: 
or 
Izl < d< lW&l (3.16) 
bl > d> Ih,l~;l. (3.17) 
We obtain, respectively, 
or 
Suppose we carry out the analysis inside the disc defined by (3.16). In the 
second step, i.e., 12 = 1, we also have two possibilities: IzI < Ib,/b; ( or IzI > 
I b,/b; I. The first one leads to the global condition I z ( < min(( b,,/bi I, I B,/b; I), 
however, the second one involves the additional condition I b,/b; I < I b&A I. 
Clearly the last case involves in general too many specific conditions in each 
step and consequently we exclude this case from our analysis. We shall do 
the analysis separately, for all n, first with the conditions analogous to (3.16) 
and afterward with these analogous to (3.17), where in both cases the 
inequalities must be replaced by the strict ones for n > 0, 
(i) The case ) z ( < d. Suppose, for simplicity, a, + a;z + alz’ s 1. 
Then if 
Izl < d< oy’,“, IW4l (3.18) 
(in case min,,,,, lb,/&/ = Ib&), we replace (3.18) by IzI < d < lb&I), 
the radii yn and their minorants y,* can be estimated as follows: 
OGn<N:lPnl= lbnl -lull d a ,“;Tzbj;,,z* > Ia,+a’z+a”z21 =Y” n n 
l&J-l& 
” n 
~la,l+la:lIzl;la~lIz12’Y”*’ 
(3.19) 
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Assume now that conditions (2.13) have been required up to n - 1, then by 
(2.8) we can compute R, and we obtain: 
n> l:J&l<R,= 
IL, +b’Lzl-llb.-~,+ I&-,,d 
With the help of the last estimates, condition (2.13), after rearrangement, 
becomes 
n> kmI)=l4w4*+ ~I~:,I+l~~-~I~l~,I-l~:,I~~ll~l 
+ ~l~,l-I~:,-,I~l~,l-I~:,l~~~l~~. (3.21) 
The function f, has one positive zero x,(d) given by (3.7) or (3.8) if and 
only if its constant erm is negative: 
lb;-,b;, d2 - lb;-,b,l d + IanI < 0. (3.22) 
The last condition holds for d belonging to I, = IdA, dz [ defined by (3.3). 
The interval I, is not empty iff the quadratic function in (3.22) has two real 
zeros d; and d:, i.e., iff condition (3.4) holds. 
Observe that 
therefore condition (3.18) is satisfied if d belongs to I,, , except for the case 
n = 0; then we must remember that d < 1 b,/b; ( because d belongs also to I,, . 
However, if N > 1, i.e., n > 1, we can easily see that x,(d) from (3.7) is 
less than x,(d) from (3.8): the parabola f, (a; # 0) defined in (3.21) lies 
above the straight line f, (ai = 0). Since x,,(d) from (3.8) is less than d, then 
for arbitrary x,, (3.7) or (3.8) we have 
n> l:x,(d)<d. (3.23) 
We look for the largest set {z} such that Iz 1 < x,(d) for all n with the 
additional condition (3.16). Then we define the lower hull x of the functions 
x, by: 
d E s;, # 0: d I--F x(d) = , yn, x,(d). (3.24) 
Note that according to (3.23) the function identity d t+ d from (3.16) does 
not contribute to the definition of the function x. Now we look for the unique 
maximum of the function x. In particular if Ib,-,/b~l is the right extremity of 
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S;,, this maximum may be x([ &&I). It must be included because 
x(lb,/b;J) < Ib,,/b~\, which assumes in fact condition (3.16). That is the 
reason for taking I0 to be closed on the right. This completes the proof of the 
first part of the theorem leading to the zero-free region Sh defined by (3.6). 
(ii) The case (z I > d. In a way similar to that of (i) we choose d such 
that, instead of (3.18), 
(3.25) 
(except hat if max 1 b,/b; I= I b,/&, 1, we replace (3.25) by IzI > d > I b&l). 
Then we must only change, in estimates (3.19), I b, I - I bk 1 d into I b; ( d - (b,, / 
and, in (3.20), d - It I into Iz I- d, which, however, does not change 
condition (3.21). Because the constant term in the function f,, is strictly 
positive, inequality (3.21) has solutions only if the coefficient of JzI is strictly 
negative, which translates for d into the following condition: 
(3.26) 
If the last condition is required, then condition (3.25) holds except for n = 0. 
If ai = 0, condition (3.26) is necessary and sufficient for existence of 
solutions (3.15) of inequality (3.2 1). In this case d’, is the same as d, given 
by (3.10). In particular the condition Iz I > d holds because, following (3.15) 
we have: 
x;(d) > 4 (3.27) 
where the strict inequality follows from condition (3.2) assuming that a,, a; 
and ai are not simultaneously 0. Finally any z such that I z I > x;(d) satisfies 
inequality (3.21) for fixed n and for d belonging to Id,, co [. As we shall see 
in the end of this proof, we can take instead of Id,, co [ the interval [d,, co [, 
although condition (3.21) is not satisfied for d = d,. 
If ai # 0, the function f, has two positive zeros XI, and xi iff condition 
(3.26) holds and the discriminant defined in (3.7) is nonnegative: 
A,>O. (3.28) 
We shall show now that only condition (3.11) leads to the nonempty 
region defined by (3.12). First suppose that 
4 /a;1 > Ib;-,b,l. 
Provided that the discriminant AA (see (3.10)) of the function d F+ A,(d) is 
strictly positive, the function d, has two zeros, say d; and di, and inequality 
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(3.28) is satisfied for d belonging to [d:, d:]. However, we can verify that d; 
is smaller than a, of (3.26), which eliminates this case. In the case 
inequality (3.28) is also satisfied only for d smaller than L?,,. Conversely, if 
condition (3.11) holds, then the discriminant AA is always strictly positive, 
the function A, has two real zeros, say d; and d,, and condition (3.28) is 
satisfied for d < d; or d > d,, where d, is defined by (3.10). However, once 
again, we can easily verify that d; is smaller than & and finally only the 
solution d > d, satisfies all conditions. Consequently any z such that x;(d) & 
]z ] < x,“(d) satisfies inequality (3.21) for fixed n. 
Now we show that the smallest zero x; off, is greater than d. Indeed the 
parabola f, is situated higher than the straight line defined by dropping the 
term ]a: ] (z]*. Then the zero XL of this parabola is greater than the zero x:, 
defined by (3.15), which is greater than d. 
Finally, for arbitrary x;, (3.13) or (3.15) we obtain 
n 2 1: x;(d) > d. (3.29) 
We look for the largest set {z} such that x;(d) < (z I< x,“(d) for all n with 
additional condition (3.17). Then, for d belonging to S,, we define the 
higher hull x’ of the functions XL and the lower hull x” of the functions xi: 
d E S,: d ++ x’(d) = ,ygmN x;(d), (3.30) 
d ct x”(d) = ,y$, x,“(d). (3.3 1) 
Note that according to (3.29) the function identity d tr d from (3.17) does 
not contribute to the definition of the function x’. Now we look for d 
belonging to S, such that 
x’(d) < x”(d) (3.32) 
and we construct the zero-free region Si defined by (3.12) as the union of 
annular regions where condition (3.32) is satisfied. The region cY{ is not 
empty because it contains at least the complement of some finite disc. It is 
obvious if all ai = 0. The asymptotic behavior of xi can be obtained by 
(3.15): 
a;=O;d-, m:x;(d)%d. 
Conversely, provided that ai # 0 and dropping in (3. 
except the linear ones, we obtain, according to 
following asymptotic behaviors of XL and xi : 
13) and (3. 14) all terms 
condition (3.1 l), the 
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a[#O;d+ oo: 
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x#)= (l+ l&-+=W; 1 < y:, < 1.25, 
x:‘(d)=(l~l-l-l~l~d=y..d; 2.75<y::<oo. 
Then condition (3.32) is always satisfied asymptotically, which proves that 
the region 9: contains the point at infinity. 
Analyzing the case ai = 0 we remarked that the point d = d, can be 
added to the interval Id,, co [. Indeed this does not change the final result 
because xA(d,J = co and we have proved that co belongs to 9;. 
We conclude that the union <YN of the regions 9; and 9; contains no 
zero of the polynomials P, ,..., PN, which completes the proof. 1 
Remark. Note that the regions 9; or (and) 9: may be empty if 
conditions (3.4) or (and) (3.11) are, respectively, not satisfied. In particular 
the zero-free region given by Theorem 3.1 may not contain co, which is a 
zero of no polynomial f 0. 
The intervals of 1 z 1 determined in Theorem 3.1 are illustrated by a heavy 
line in Fig. 1. The subintervals of the interval S, where condition (3.32) is 
satisfied are represented by a heavy line. The knowledge of these subintervals 
greatly simplify formula (3.12) for the region 9;. In fact, in this case we 
can take for each subinterval the annular region between the minimum of the 
lower hull x’ and the maximum of the upper hull x”, as in formula (3.6) for 
9;. 
FIGURE 1 
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4. APPLICATION TO THE PADS NUMERATORS AND DENOMINATORS 
The particular case of three-term recurrence relation (3.1), where 
a,=$=0 and b,= 1 [3], is the well-known Frobenius relation [6], which 
generates the numerators of Pade approximants along the columns, or the 
denominators of Padi approximants along the rows in the Pade table. We 
restate Theorem 3.1 in this particular situation as a corollary, because two 
important conditions, (3.4) and (3.1 l), disappear, greatly simplifying the 
results. This corollary, complemented by Theorem 2.1 of the third paper [8], 
allows one to find a moon-like region containing all zeros of the polynomials 
in question, as has already been mentioned in the Introduction. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let {P,}fXO be a finite sequence ofpolynomials which 
satisfy the following relation with complex coeflcients: 
Vn > 0: P,+,(z) = (1 + t,z) P,(z) - unzP,-,(z), (4.1) 
where 
Then all zeros of the polynomials in question are located in the open annular 
region 
where 
J-h= ]o, ,gy, It,l-1 [“I 0, IM-l], 
S,= max 
[ 
IL,l + I%/ 
O<rl<N It,-,t,l 7 O” [ 
(t_,= l;u,=O), (4.4 ) 
x,(d) = It,-~l(1-lt,I4d It,-1IQ - lb 4+ Is * (4.5 > 
Sketch of the ProoJ According to Theorem 3.1 in the case ai = 0, 
formulas (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) follow from (3.5), (3.9) and (3.8) or (3.15), 
respectively. Conditions (3.4) and (3.11) being automatically satisfied, the 
regions Sk and 9: are not empty. Then the region G - S&U %P; is a finite 
annular domain strictly included in G. 
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5. LOCATION OF THE ZEROS OFGENERAL 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
The general orthogonal polynomials defined in [ 10, p. 401 satisfy relation 
(3.1), where a; = ai = 0. The particular case of real positive coefficients 
corresponds to the classical orthogonal polynomials, or, in “Pad6 language,” 
to the Stieltjes case. Here condition (3.11) only disappears automatically. 
We restate Theorem 3.1 in this particular situation as a corollary, where the 
regions D, and r, are clearly the complements of the regions 9: and YN. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let {P,}f=, be a Jnite sequence of polynomials which 
satisfy the following relation with complex coeficients. 
where 
Vn>O:P,+,(z)=(b,+b:,z)P,(z)-aa,P,_,(z), (5.1) 
P-,rO,P,fO,Vn:b~a,#O. (5.2) 
Then all zeros of the polynomials in question are located in the open disc 
where 
(54 
(5.3) 
Moreouer if the following conditions, 
b,#O;O<n<N:4la,b:,l<(b~-,b5,/, (5.5) 
hold, and the interval TN defined by (3.5) is not empty, then the disc D, 
reduces to the open annular region: 
CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of the general three-term recurrence relation allows one to 
take advantage of the subtleties of the method presented here. The general 
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result leads automatically to many particular cases which are of greatest 
importance in practice. Clearly these results can be further simplified if the 
coefficients of the recurrence relation present some specific properties. Some 
of these cases are studied in subsequent papers [7-91. 
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